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Yogi analyzed 44,743 reviews from Amazon, Best Buy, & Walmart for 22 SKUs across 8 of the 
leading tech brands.
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HOW IS EACH BRAND PERFORMING?
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      Overall Brand Rating vs. Sentiment for the 8 brands selected for this analysis

Key Points: 

• Google leads in both Average Star Reviews and Average Brand Sentiment 

• Arlo placed above average in both Average Sentiment and Average Star Ratings

• SimpliSafe, Ring, and eufy just barely reach the Average Sentiment threshold

• Blink, Wyze, and Honeywell all lag behind in both metrics

Note that volume of reviews per brand vary across the market. Ring for instance had a higher 
number of product reviews, but trended lower average sentiment. Compare this to Google, which had 
fewer reviews, but higher average sentiment.
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The top 4 themes Yogi identified between Amazon’s Blink and Google Nest were Set Up & Installation, Safety 
& Security, Festive Use, and Ease of Use / Device Pairing. 

As demonstrated above, average theme sentiment for comments discussing Set-Up & Installation was 0.57 
for Google, and 0.02 for Amazon. While not a vast difference, Google is a clear leader among the two. 

Fast Action: Amazon could 
provide better 
instructions/tutorial videos to 
better educate customers and 
provide a better mounting 
experience!

To find actionable insights we will need to dig deeper into the product Themes.  
*Themes are determined by topics of conversation that our AI is able to pull out. 

If we break down what consumers are saying within the 
Set-Up & Installation theme, we can see that a top-discussed 
topic is the mount. 

Google reviewers (left) express the simplicity and ease of 
installing their doorbells using the mount, while Amazon users 
(right) discuss the flimsy quality and difficulty with installation.



Ring’s subscription model seems to affect functionality, adding new features, while Google’s 
subscription preserves functionality and offers extra storage, (right). Ring users appear to be put off by 
the fact that that extra fees are a gateway to a fully functional product. 

For Ring to better complete with Google, one insight we recommend would be to provide better clarity 
on what their subscription model includes, as well as considering unlocking some features that users 
wish were part of the free service. 
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Among all brands, reviewers were most unhappy about how they received their products, (Packaging & 
Fulfillment) as well as the Subscription model. 



A Deeper View Into Your Product Sentiment
Yogi is a cloud-based software company headquartered in 

New York. It provides sentiment analytics solutions and 
business intelligence dashboards to customer-focused 

businesses. 

Our Mission
Yogi aims to usher in a new age of excellent customer 

experience by better integrating the downstream 
stakeholders of products to the upstream developers, 

marketers, and executives through AI-assisted data-driven 
decision making.


